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Aeliom is an animation and image generator. Its purpose is to have a quick view of the appearance of a place. It focuses on the
creation of the look of an environment through its interface. Aeliom does not do the rendering or the design of a place. Its
purpose is only a pleasure. It can generate many types of surfaces: real surface rendering (water, clouds, fog, etc...) or surfaces
made up of textures (grass, earth, stones, etc...). It also allows, thanks to its shader language, the creation of complex materials.
To extend its functionality, Aeliom is a powerful program, a true texture analyzer, multi-lingual, a compiler, a renderer... So this
tool allows to create stunning images, real-time movements, special effects, animations and interactive presentations of your 3D
models. To do this, Aeliom is a fully featured software, it offers the most complete tools of its kind, including a shader language
that allows you to create your own material. But it is not just a compiler; it is also a renderer, and allows you to create
magnificent view of an environment in real time, thanks to its immersion, thanks to its graphics, thanks to its post-processing
(shadow, smoke, fog, lighting...). Aeliom is available in English and French for Linux and Windows, and in German for Linux.
Its minimum system is X11. It has been tested on Ubuntu/Linux, Fedora/Linux, Mandriva/Linux and Windows. Aeliom is
distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL). The website is The version 2.0 is the last release of this product, and
it should work with the 2.2 version of the X-Plane. X-Plane is the only raster-based simulation in the world that is compatible
with Microsoft Windows. It offers a unique combination of raster-based graphics and state-of-the-art graphical user interface
(GUI). It's fast, extremely stable, and intuitively easy to use. Plus, X-Plane offers an affordable, OS X-compliant solution that
will run great on your Mac. X-Plane offers more realistic graphics and a superior user experience than anything else out there, at
an affordable price. The program features three top-notch flight simulators: • Easy to use, with full graphics and controls •
09e8f5149f
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Aeliom is a real-time, automatic, per-pixel, high-resolution landscape rendering software. It was built for artistic production,
architecture, research, world creation, and emergent experiences. Aeliom is a set of sophisticated tools for: * Creation of cutable
2D masks and 3D scenes (for both architectural and landscape) * Compilation of 3D scenes through their pipe « aeliom object
». * Extending of 3D surfaces with complex and arbitrary objects. * Access to volumetric lights, shadows, fog and clouds. *
Creation of a complete virtual world from its building blocks. Creating a Virtual Scene: Thanks to its customizable language
Aeliom allows the user to freely choose its scene scene features, using its pipe « aeliom object ». This pipe allows the user to
automate the generation of 2D or 3D scenes. In this way, you can easily create: * landscapes * plants and bushes * trees *
buildings, castles, and temples * animals * people * objects,... The artistic creation is then defined by composing a set of objects
directly with the 3D objects and by defining its internal coloration using its pipe « aeliom color ». Visual modeling is also done
directly within the software. Aeliom supports the modeling of arbitrary surfaces. Aeliom Syntax: This pipe is the vehicle of the
language Aeliom. The pipe Aeliom represents the language of aeliom. It contains 4 main areas: * « functions », « breakers », «
operators », « terminals » * « variables ». * « variables »: * « variables1 » * « variables2 » * « variables3 » * « variables4 » All
the pipes « variables » are added at compilation time. Each pipe represents a command or an operator. The syntax of the pipe «
aeliom object » is as follows: (* command*)([*target*])(*value*) E.g. – Surface shape(circle)(object1)@10,10 The above
example creates a surface with the shape of the circle passing through the coordinate points (10,10). The target allows you to
choose a 2D or 3D shape and the operator « @ » allows you to define one or several objects on this shape. Function Let us
consider now the pipe «

What's New in the Aeliom?

Aeliom is a flexible and user friendly system designed to take full advantage of today's PCs. It is free for non profit use, and
suitable for both home use and professional production (terrain, architectural, landscapes, etc). Aeliom is the fruit of 2 years'
research on the theme of landscape and architecture rendering (see for a recent example of what Aeliom is able to do). Aeliom
is a stand-alone software, allowing the user to create his own worlds. The engine offers the user three ways to build a world :
using "cooker" tools (some work tools, some creating tools), or by directly writing in Aeliom's original language, or using its
compiler to translate it to OpenGl (with a shader language). What is an engine for? Basically, it is a set of tools to build a virtual
world. A core of tools (like the "cooker" tools, described below) allows the user to create the basic structure of a world. An
engine offers then 3 functional tools : a generator, a builder, and a renderer. The generator (this engine) is used to generate the
basic structure of the world. The engine registers its tools in the builder, which is also used to define the basic layout of the
world. Finally, the engine registers its tools in the renderer, which is used to build the graphics of the world (see the associated
tutorial for more details). Creating a world is greatly simplified for most 3D applications, because aeliom has the most complete
set of tools to build a terrain. First, the user has to define a point (like "up, down, right, left", relative to a specific screen
coordinate). Then, he builds the surface (planar surfaces are the easiest), and the floor. As simple as this sounds, on the contrary,
building a world is a complex task. Every surface has to be analyzed and displayed for the user. It should also be possible to
analyze every surface, to know if it is planar or not, if it is convex or not, to extract its orientation and to simulate light
reflection. Finally, aeliom also allows to draw another surface, to make the surface transparent, to add textures, opacity,
translucency, color, etc. etc.. You can imagine that building a world takes a lot of time. Here are
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System Requirements For Aeliom:

Processor: Intel Core i5-4210U or AMD equivalent Memory: 8GB RAM Hard Drive: 50GB Free Space Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 750 or AMD equivalent Input: Keyboard and Mouse Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card and
microphone Additional Notes: I will accept most builds that are 100% functional, though I do not accept builds that have
reported issues with dm-crypt/LUKS (issues with dm-crypt/LUKS will result in a
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